1978 ford bronco pictures

This newly grown boy also sold like gangbusters, with Ford pushing 77, Broncos out the door in
and , in But compact SUVs weren't the object of everyone's attention by the late s -- larger
models grew in popularity, despite the aftereffects of the oil crisis. Borrowing its chassis from
the F pickup a trend that would continue in later generations , the Bronco added an entire foot
to its wheelbase, in addition to growing 11 inches wider and 4 inches taller. A Dana 44 solid
front axle worked alongside a Ford 9-inch rear axle, making this the last Bronco without
independent front suspension. Both the 5. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We
delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads
can be closed at any time at our discretion. Andrew Krok. July 10, a. Since the Bronco's
inception, the SUV segment started taking off. Read the article. And so, the second-generation
Bronco grew -- a lot. Four-wheel drive remained standard for the second-gen Bronco. A
three-door wagon was the only body style on offer this time around. For the second generation,
two V8 engines lived under the Bronco's hood. In , both variants picked up a catalytic converter
that slightly affected horsepower output. Discuss: Ford Bronco grows up. Spacious little
Hyundai Ioniq 5 electric crossover is all angles Spacious little Hyundai Ioniq 5 electric
crossover is all angles 17 Photos. Kia previews its upcoming electric vehicles Kia previews its
upcoming electric vehicles 12 Photos. Rides great, on and off road, fun to drive, easy to work
on. I would never get rid of it, even though it has be rolled and I can't get the top back on. Pros:
Great for Off-road. You don't need to be 6 feet of the ground, riding on giant tires, this setup
does just fine. Good, Stylish, And Rugged. Not A Daily Driver. Average 8mpg On Fresh Rebuilt
Motor. Been in the family forever. Lots of money invested but with the proper head, cam, and
intake setup these trucks can have a lot of power. Don't see many of these in good condition
driving around anymore. Primary Use: Utility towing boats, transporting cargo, etc. Get One.
They're A Blast. It's fun to drive in the mud, rain, snow, whatever Mother Nature can throw at
you. It'll pull anything and maneuvers like a mountain goat, a mountain goat on steroids that is.
If you want to drive it every day, you're going to need to break open the piggy bank, cause it
doesn't get much over 10 MPG, on a very good day. But the fun you'll have driving this monster
is worth every penny. Cons: Nothing, it's top notch in every aspect. Extreme amounts of power
from the fully built M, complete with a mile Crane cam, Edelbrock intake, Holley 4bbl carburator
and Hedman headers and true dual exhaust. The stock interior is complete except for a couple
of hard to find seat trim pieces, but give me some time and I'll find them. Gas mileage is around
10MPG when tuned so you better not be on a strict budget, but it's worth every penny that you'll
spend filling up the tank. The removeable top makes daytrips through the countryside a blast,
just try not to get cought on a downpour, but even if you do, just let it air dry for a couple of
days and you're good to go. Pros: It's mean and fun all in one convenient package. Bronco â€”
My bronco is one of the old school broncos. It was built solid. It runs great and performs very
well in any type of weather. I would reccomend this vehicle to anybody who likes to get
wherever they want to go. Pros: runs good, looks great, and will take you anywhere you want to
go. Cons: Very cold blooded in winter and a lot of power to get tickets with. My god, a
gassguzzling monster that would get you to the beer store in a real hurry. Pros: Gorgeous retro
styling, bigger than any of todays SUV's, and far more powerful, and infinately more durable.
Loud, but a power loud. I set of ricer's car alarms in this thing, just idling. Cons: Gas mileage.
It'd pass anything but a gas station, I got like 7 miles per gallon out of it, as opposed to my fiero,
which gets like 45mpg. These Trucks Are Beasts! You Gotta Read This â€” okay, this truck is
amazing, engine come on its amazing , i have mine on propane , its a beast you neede this truck
, besides its a tank , you get in a accident your gunna walk away with a scratch mybe. Bronco
and k5 blazer r a very hot item. Have to keep a sharp eye, look for rust. These vehicles have a
tendency to rust and rust badly. Im still looking for a low rust car.. Read More. Love the Bronco
for it's body styling, rugged F-series full size safety and towing ability. The short wheel base
makes it turn very tightly and it is a lot of fun to drive. I have 35 inch tires with s Ford Bronco I
absolutely love So much room to them and they are so comfortable and great looking the value
of these Broncos are going to rise over time Read More. Its a fun truck to own. I get lots of
compliments and looks. Its not much on technology but heck, its 20 years old! If your are
looking for a fun truck thats tough, easy to fix, and fun to drive, t The gas is horrible but
honestly I don't care its a blast , fun to race on the coast, fun as heck to drive in the mud. Older
truck, not bad on the looks. Hasn't left me stranded yet, and i blew the trans. I love my truck but
its not practical for a family of 7. It only fits 5 but it has a ton of cargo space!! It can haul just
about anything!! Solid steel feels very safe!!!! Its a large heavy monster!! Some mustang
upgrades apply to this trucks engine. Can take a 32 tire without lift All steel construction Does
have aftermarket fiberglass panel I love my old Bronco. I wanted one and got it used in , and
haven't ever let go of it, despite having moved all over the country. It didn't let me down when
times were hard. These are out of s Great for trips and weekend out camping. If you don't mind

the 12 mpg it is a great and fun car. And is really built to last Read More. Have you driven a Ford
Bronco? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying 1 - 10 of Ford Bronco 10 reviews. JT writes:.
Back Seats:. Pros: its a fun off road truck. Cons: getting it started. Is this helpful? Yes No.
Whazo writes:. Cargo Capacity:. Cons: These things are gas-a-holics. Ramsey writes:. Pros: its
a big block truck. Cons: it allways breaking. Jeffrey writes:. Pros: Style. Michael writes:. Primary
Use: Commuting to work Pros: It's big and mean looking. Primary Use: Commuting to work
Pros: It's mean and fun all in one convenient package. Cons: You better have some gas money.
Peter writes:. Paul writes:. Broncogod07 writes:. Owner for 2 years, 3 months Miles Driven per
Year: 2, You Gotta Read This â€” okay, this truck is amazing, engine come on its amazing , i
have mine on propane , its a beast you neede this truck , besides its a tank , you get in a
accident your gunna walk away with a scratch mybe Owner for 2 years, 6 months Miles Driven
per Year: 0. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 16 Ford Bronco reviews. Read all 24 Ford
Bronco reviews. Read all 13 Ford Bronco reviews. Read all 12 Ford Bronco reviews. Cars
compared to Ford Bronco. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare
Ford Bronco to Related Models. Select Year Pros: its a fun off road truck Cons: getting it started
2 of 3 people found this review helpful. Pros: its a big block truck Cons: it allways breaking 0 of
1 people found this review helpful. Pros: runs good, looks great, and will take you anywhere you
want to go Cons: Very cold blooded in winter and a lot of power to get tickets with 2 of 2 people
found this review helpful. Owner for 2 years, 3 months Miles Driven per Year: 2, 1 of 1 people
found this review helpful. Worldwide Vintage Autos is one of the largest classic automobile
consignment dealerships in the world. With over vehicles in stock spanning over 80, square
feet, we have what you are looking for! We provide top tier service for both online buyers and
in-person transactions. Stemming from selling over 1, cars per year, we have become experts in
domestic and international shipping and can help you find a shipping company to safely
transport your new purchase to your garage. To view current and upcoming inventory please go
to our website Worldwide Vintage Autos [. Additionally, WWVA does not verify the integrity of
vehicle frames, floor pans or suspension systems. The engine size and specs if any were
provided by the previous owner and are not verified. If you would like to verify block numbers,
engine stamps etc, please do so prior to purchasing. The cost of parts and restoration of these
vehicles are increasing daily. They are not making any more and, therefore, they are becoming
more rare by the day. Buy one complete and ensure your investment for the future. Collectible
vintage vehicles have historically appreciated at a rate greater than the stock market, gold and
other arts and collectibles as documented by many articles and auction result tracking. For
financing, Down Payment required by lending institution will be due within 72 hours of deposit
in addition to deposit. Down Payment is refundable. Deposits are non-refundable due to i.
Inspections should be performed prior to putting a deposit down on a vehicle. We disclose
defects detected within our one hour, 30 point inspection but this may not cover ALL defects or
issues with the vehicle. In addition, we are not you; purchasing a vehicle is very subjective.
Come visit our showroom in Denver, CO, we would love to meet you in person! We can handle
all shipping arrangements in-house, so you know where your vehicle is from point to point. We
highly suggest using only enclosed shipping to protect your investment. We use Central
Dispatch and they ensure all carriers are licensed, insured and bonded. Please be advised that
it is not uncommon for a vehicle to receive damage during transport, and that WWVA cannot be
held liable for any damages caused by a transport company. Vintage trucks and 4x4s! Vintage
American Cruisers! Muscle cars! European Classics! We would love to meet you in person and
encourage you to come see the vehicles before you buy! Due to our inventory size, we are
unable to drive every vehicle for long distances. We also cannot guarantee that every gauge,
light, window, horn, option, function, etc. Please check your local state inspection
requirements. We perform a basic one hour 30 point inspection on every vehicle. Please call a
sales expert to get details on these systems For some people, a restoration is simply painting a
car and replacing items as needed, while for others, restoration means an extensive
disassembly and overhaul, with each piece getting rebuilt or replaced. As a consumer, it's
important to understand the basics of restoration levels for it can impact classic car values
substantially. There are hundreds of ways to restore a vintage car or truck including but not
limited to the following: i. Frame off restoration. Body of vehicle is completely taken off the
frame and restoration includes body, frame, floor pans top and bottom , etc. Rotisserie
restoration. These restorations are when the body or body and frame on a unibody vehicle are
disassembled and restored utilizing a rotisserie. Cosmetic or driver quality restoration. These
restoration are typically limited to cosmetic items including paint and body, interior, trim and
emblems, etc. There is a universal point grading system rating classic car conditions ranging
from being excellent to 20 being unrestorable. In addition to the levels of restoration above, it's
important to understand the type of restoration as well for it can also impact value substantially.

Type of restorations include: i. Factory or stock restoration. This type of restoration is geared
towards restoring the car or truck to stock specs from the factory as if it were new. These types
of restorations use original or oem original equipment manufacturer where possible. Factory
original restorations tend to bring the highest dollars from collectors. Custom restoration.
These types of restorations are geared towards builder preference over factory stock. These
can be refereed to as customs or hot rods. Typically these vehicles will have custom paint work,
aftermarket wheels, suspension upgrades, power plant transplants, etc. For questions on what
type or level of restoration of any of our vehicles in inventory please call our vintage sales
expert today at We provide approximately 75 HD images, and an HD video, in every one of our
listings. Very few companies offer this much detail. We spend time inspecting and disclosing
items on all of our vehicles; however, at the end of the day, we are not you The information
contained in this ad is solely for convenience. The description is an opinion only and should not
be considered a complete description of any or all faults; it may not be relied upon nor taken as
fact or otherwise a representation or warranty of any sort. Please note, we did NOT build or
restore the vehicle. Unless shown in the photographs, we do NOT have documentation,
receipts, or photographs of the vehicle listed. We do not recommend driving a classic car home.
Many classic cars are not driven often and tend to sit for long periods of time making them
unsuitable for cross-country road trips. We strongly recommend shipping the vehicle. We sell
our vehicles mileage-exempt, meaning we do not know the actual, original miles. The
information listed in the ad is based on the current odometer reading or from rebuild
information provided by the builder, and cannot be used as fact. Most of these vehicles do not
have Carfax or Autocheck history reports; unless the vehicle is or newer, a Carfax or Autocheck
history will not exist. This vehicle is being sold by Worldwide Vintage Autos. All of our prices
include, a clear Colorado title and VIN verification to ensure no surprises during the registration
of your vehicle. Any vehicle listed in auction format may be sold, and removed from auction, at
any time. Have a classic vehicle to trade or sell? Check our website for consignment
information. After selling thousands of classic vehicles, we understand the process and will
ensure that you have a pleasurable experience. We disclose defects detected within our one
hour, 30 point inspection but this may not cover ALL defec Drivetrain Engine Size:. Please note
that WWVA is not a restoration shop nor do we restore vehicles to any degree. Play Video. View
More View More. Mileage Mileage exempt unless otherwise noted below. Vehicle Specs Basic
Year Engine Engine Size V8. Description Worldwide Vintage Autos is one of the largest classic
automobile consignment dealerships in the world. Read More Raead More. Recommended
Vehicles. Pending Sale. Contact Details First name. Last name. Outlying Islands U. Thank you!
We will be contacting you soon. Name Name. Phone Phone. Email Email. Thank you for your
interest! We'll get back to you soon! Become a VIP. Email sales worldwidevintageautos.
Powered By SpeedDigital. Ford's original SUV began in the s and continued its initial run
through the mid-'90s. Now that its return is fueling the rumor mill, we thought we'd take a look
back at the Bronco through its lifespan. This model readily illustrates how Ford grew the
Bronco's footprint over its many generations. Based on a ladder-frame truck chassis, the
Bronco was genuinely off-road capable, and could tow, too. This era of Ford Bronco is perhaps
best known for starring in Al "A. Simpson's infamous slow-speed chase. This is a example.
Ford's Bronco Concept was a sensation in Enthusiasts have been clamoring for a production
version ever since. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that
violate our policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any
time at our discretion. Ford's iconic Bronco throughout history pictures Ford's original SUV
began in the s and continued its initial run through the mid-'90s. Chris Paukert. This Ford
Bronco prototype wears its utilitarian good looks on its sleeve. Read the article. Even in , Ford
had suburban lifestyle inclinations for its Bronco. The Ford Bronco was the outdoorsman's
friend. Ford's Bronco remains a rectilinear charmer. This Ford Bronco looks extra tough with its
larger white-letter rubber. Ford didn't shy away from two-tone paint with the Bronco, as seen
here with this model. This Ford Bronco is an upscale Eddie Bauer edition. Discuss: Ford's
iconic Bronco throughout history pictures. Spacious little Hyundai Ioniq 5 electric crossover is
all angles Spacious little Hyundai Ioniq 5 electric crossover is all angles 17 Photos. Kia
previews its upcoming electric vehicles Kia previews its upcoming electric vehicles 12 Photos.
The seller describes this Ford Bronco XLT as one of 19 with this paint and trim code
configuration ever built. The V8 is the matching-numbers mill, and it supposedly benefits from a
recent top end rebuild. The wheel and tire combination may be aggressive for some, but it at
least offers a tribute to the original wheel design. The door panels, carpets, and seat surfaces
show virtually no flaws, aside from perhaps some minor wear. The Bronco comes equipped with
air conditioning, power steering, power brakes with front discs , front locking hubs, limited slip,
and a modern stereo that features Bluetooth and a rear-mounted subwoofer and amplifier. The

peak we get here at the factory graphics kit convinces me the stickers were re-done, as they
look far too fresh for a survivor truck â€” but I could be wrong. The nose shows nice chrome
trim and a very clean engine bay. Nice truck although I have to question the rarity claim. If there
were only 19 produced then they all must have been sold in Montana wth some spilling into
Canada. I swear that back in the day Broncos sporting this color scheme were as common as
black Trans Ams. He and his family put that truck through the mill and it always came back for
more. Then he traded it in for a new station wagon just no imagination because the family 5 kids
was getting too bigâ€¦. I would have to agree with geomechs on this oneâ€¦I lived near a Ford
dealership in Ohio back then and I remember seeing a half dozen of these parked in the front
line of the truck sectionâ€¦. Very nice Bronco. If the rarity claim is from a Marti report I assume it
is , sometimes the way the data is portrayed can be confusing. Credit to the seller for a ton of
pics. Prices on nice specimens like this are solid. Most likely the 1 of 19 claim is taken off a
Marti report. It would have been helpful if the seller would have included that report in the
listing. In this case it would be 1 of 19 Bronco Ranger XLT produced in black paint with a certain
interior code. Some of the many other similar looking Broncos may have been models, some
may only have the Ranger option, some may only have the XLT option, some may have not have
had either of those options, some may have had a different color interior, some may have had a
bucket seat interior. Change any of those options and the 1 of 19 number changes to 1 of XXX.
Marti reports are very model specific. I absolutely love the look and feel of this one. I would
have had the same vision on this. Was the freewheeling package reflective? The aftermarket
decals here do not seem to be. I think the seller was trying to convey, that 19 were sold at the
same dealership in town. There were alot of these Broncos running around when new. I
remember seeing tons of them. Not really rare in my opinion. Holy hell.. Nice truck. My guess.
Usually free wheelin comes with blacked out bumpersâ€¦this one has the option side slide
glass. Nice truck! Nice truck though. I met The original owner who lived across the road from
the car dealer. I installed wagon wheel style rims with white letter tires, Fresh cc engine, New
Jade green metallic paint, I sprayed the wheels and full running bards Gold metallic and gold
pinstriped the sides and tailgate. Also had a front air dam on bottom of front bumper. Side grab
handles, Bench cloth insert seats, 4 wheel lock out hubs. Side exhaust before the rear wheel
wheels. Terrible gas mileage even costly back then. I do not know why guys that have these
trucks have to raise the suspension even more to unbalance center of gravity especially around
sharp curves in the road. But to each his own preference I guess. Nice bronco,but I do not think
they are the original style wagon wheel. The spokes look odd to me. I have 2 ,s. They are putting
me in the poor house. The custom has the same type of side glass as this one.. The xlt does
not. The xlt has the bench seat and I changed the seat to bench to the custom. I had a 78 and a
both black with the same reflective trim? Both of mine had bucket captain seats. Personally I
feel what he is trying to say it is One of 19 that came with a bench style seat. Or something like
one of 19 that had radio delete. A Marti report tries to break it down to a 1 of optioned vehicle.
Not always the case. There was thousands of these Bronco and four wheel drive Pickups with
the same or close to decal package. Cool truck but not rare!!! I had one with the same stripe
package with a four speed but the salt belt ate the body and frame to bits!! I had a 78 bronco
with that color scheme, bought it new. Over time I put a 16 inch lift on it with 48 inch tires. Had
lots of fun with it. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on
the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Fi
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nds. Jeff Lavery. More: Ford. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments geomechs Member.
Then he traded it in for a new station wagon just no imagination because the family 5 kids was
getting too bigâ€¦ I would have to agree with geomechs on this oneâ€¦I lived near a Ford
dealership in Ohio back then and I remember seeing a half dozen of these parked in the front
line of the truck sectionâ€¦ They were all over Pittsburgh too. Thanks Jeff. They are reflective.
Also; the 1 of 19 is from the Marti Report. My guess 3. I think the bench seat is what makes it
rare and unusual. Gm nut. Richard Gugenberger. I know of two in upstate NY just like it 2.
James Turner. I think a CI engine would have been a better choice than a CC engineâ€¦. Stalled
Project: Chevrolet Bel Air. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily
newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached!

